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ABSTRACT

Test automation requires automated oracles to assess test outputs.

For cyber physical systems (CPS), oracles, in addition to be auto-

mated, should ensure some key objectives: (i) they should check

test outputs in an online manner to stop expensive test executions

as soon as a failure is detected; (ii) they should handle time- and

magnitude-continuous CPS behaviors; (iii) they should provide a

quantitative degree of satisfaction or failure measure instead of

binary pass/fail outputs; and (iv) they should be able to handle

uncertainties due to CPS interactions with the environment. We

propose an automated approach to translate CPS requirements

specified in a logic-based language into test oracles specified in

Simulink – a widely-used development and simulation language

for CPS. Our approach achieves the objectives noted above through

the identification of a fragment of Signal First Order logic (SFOL) to

specify requirements, the definition of a quantitative semantics for

this fragment and a sound translation of the fragment into Simulink.

The results from applying our approach on 11 industrial case stud-

ies show that: (i) our requirements language can express all the 98

requirements of our case studies; (ii) the time and effort required by

our approach are acceptable, showing potentials for the adoption

of our work in practice, and (iii) for large models, our approach can

dramatically reduce the test execution time compared to when test

outputs are checked in an offline manner.
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• Software and its engineering → Software verification and

validation; Formal language definitions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The development of Cyber Physical Systems (CPSs) starts by speci-

fying CPS behaviors as executable models described in languages

such as Matlab/Simulink [3]. These models are complex and subject

to extensive testing before they can be used as a basis for soft-

ware code development. Existing research on automated testing of

CPS models has largely focused on automated generation of test

suites [39, 55, 58]. However, in addition to test input generation,

test automation requires automated oracles [26], i.e., a mechanism

to automatically determine whether a test has passed or failed.

To automate oracles, engineers often rely on runtime crashes

(a.k.a. implicit oracles [59]) to detect failures. However, implicit

oracles often cannot effectively reveal violations of functional re-

quirements as most of such violations do not lead to crashes. As

mandated by safety certification standards [42], for CPS, functional

requirements must be specified, and be used as the main author-

itative reference to derive test cases and to demonstrate system

behavior correctness. To achieve this goal, we need to develop

oracles that can automatically check the correctness of system be-

haviors with respect to requirements. In this paper, we propose

an approach to generating oracles that automatically determine

whether outputs of CPS models satisfy or violate their requirements.

For CPS, oracles, in addition to be automated, need to contend with

a number of considerations that we discuss and illustrate below.

Motivating Example. We motivate our work using SatEx, a
real-world satellite model [2]. SatEx is modeled in Matlab/Simulink

and developed by our partner LuxSpace. The main functional re-

quirements of SatEx are presented in the middle column of Table 1,

and the variables used in the requirements are described in Table 2.

Before software coding or generating code from Simulink mod-

els (a common practice when Simulink/Matlab models are used),

engineers need to ensure that their models satisfy the requirements

of interest (e.g., those in Table 1). Although there are a few auto-

mated verification tools for Simulink, in practice, verification of

CPS Simulink models largely relies on simulation and testing. This

is because existing tools for verifying Simulink models [6, 7, 10, 63]

are not amenable to verification of large Simulink models like Sa-
tEx that contain continuous physical computations and third-party

library code [15, 52]. Further, CPS Simulink models often capture

dynamic and hybrid systems [17]. It is well-known that model

checking such systems is in general undecidable [16, 18, 40].

To effectively test CPSmodels, engineers need to have automated

test oracles that can check the correctness of simulation outputs

with respect to the requirements. To be effective in the context of

CPS testing, oracles should further ensure the following objectives:

https://doi.org/10.1145/3338906.3338920
https://doi.org/10.1145/3338906.3338920
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Table 1: Requirements for the satellite control system (SatEx) developed by LuxSpace.

ID Requirement Restricted Signal First-Order logic formula*

R1 The angular velocity of the satellite shall always be lower than 1.5m/s . ∀t ∈ [0, 86 400) : ∥ ®wsat (t)∥ < 1.5

R2 The estimated attitude of the satellite shall be always equal to 1. ∀t ∈ [0, 86 400) : ∥ ®qest imate (t)∥ = 1

R3 The maximum reaction torque must be equal to 0.015Nm. ∀t ∈ [0, 86 400) : ∥ ®trq(t)∥ ≤ 0.015

R4 The satellite attitude shall reach close to its target value within 2 000 sec (with

a deviation not more than 2 degrees) and remain close to its target value.

∀t ∈ [2 000, 86 400) : ∥ ®qr eal (t) − ®qtarдet (t)∥ ≤ 2

R5 The satellite target attitude shall not change abruptly: for every t , the difference
between the current target attitude and the one at two seconds later shall not

be more than α °.

∀t ∈ [0, 86 400) : ∥ ®qtarдet (t) − ®qtarдet (t + 2)∥ ≤ 2 × sin(α
2
)

R6 The satellite shall reach close to its desired attitude (with a deviation not more

than %2) 2000 sec after it enters its normal mode (i.e., sm(t) = 1) and it has

stayed in that mode for at least 1 sec.

∀t ∈ [0, 86 400) : (sm(t) = 0 ∧ (∀t1 ∈ (t , t + 1] : sm(t1) = 1) →

∥®qr eal (t + 2000) − ®qest imate (t + 2000)∥ ≤ 0.02)

* The notation ®a indicates that a is a vector; ∥ ®a ∥ indicates the norm of the vector.

Table 2: Signals variables of the SatExmodel.

Var. Description Var. Description

sm Satellite mode status. ®trq Satellite torque.

®wsat Satellite angular velocity. ®qreal Current satellite attitude.

®qestimate Estimated satellite attitude. ®qtarget Target satellite attitude.

(a) R4 holds 

time

(b) R4 fails (low severity)  

%2

2000 s

(c) R4 fails (high severity)

time

%2

2000 s
time

%2

2000 s

k~qreal(t) � ~qtarget(t)k

%3

%20

Figure 1: Three simulation outputs of our SatEx case study

model indicating the error signal ∥®qreal(t)−®qtarget(t)∥. The sig-
nal in (a) passes R4 in Table 1, but those in (b) and (c) violate

R4 with low and high severity, respectively.

O1. Test oracles should check outputs in an online mode. An online

oracle (a.k.a as a monitor in the literature [23]) checks output sig-

nals as they are generated by the model under test. Provided with

an online oracle, engineers can stop model simulations as soon as

failures are identified. Note that CPS Simulink models are often

computationally expensive because they have to capture physical

systems and processes using high-fidelity mathematical models

with continuous behaviors. Further, CPS models have to be exe-

cuted for a large number of test cases. Also, due to the reactive

and dynamic nature of CPS models, individual test executions (i.e.,

simulations) have to run for long durations to exercise interactions

between the system and the environment over time. For example,

to simulate the satellite behavior for 24h (i.e., 86 400s), the SatEx
model has to be executed for 84 minutes (~1.5 hours) on 12-core

Intel Core i7 3.20GHz 32GB of RAM. Further, the 24h-length simu-

lation of SatEx has to be (re)run for tens or hundreds of test cases.

Therefore, online test oracles are instrumental to reduce the total

test execution time and to increase the number of executed test

cases within a given test budget time.

O2. Test oracles should be able to evaluate time and magnitude-
continuous signals. CPS model inputs and outputs are signals, i.e.,

functions over time. Signals are classified based on their time-

domain into time-discrete and time-continuous, and based on their

value-range into magnitude-discrete and magnitude-continuous.

The type of input and output signals depends on the modeling

formalisms. For example, differential equations [57] often used in

physical modeling yield continuous signals, while finite state au-

tomata [44] used to specify discrete-event systems generate discrete

signals. Figure 1 shows three magnitude- and time-continuous sig-

nal outputs of SatEx indicating the error in the satellite attitude,

i.e., the difference between the real and the target satellite atti-

tudes (∥ ®qr eal (t)− ®qtarдet (t)∥). An effective CPS testing framework

should be able to handle the input and output signals of different

CPS formalisms including the most generic and expressive signal

type, i.e., time-continuous and magnitude-continuous. Such testing

frameworks are then able to handle any discrete signal as well.

O3. Test oracles for CPS should provide a quantitative measure of
the degree of satisfaction or violation of a requirement. Test oracles
typically classify test results as failing and passing. The boolean

partition into “pass" and “fail", however, falls short of the practical

needs. For CPS, test oracles should assess test results in a more

nuanced way to identify among all the passing test cases, those that

are more acceptable, and among all the failing test cases, those that

reveal more severe failures. Therefore, an effective test oracle for

CPS should assess test results using a quantitative fitness measure.
For example, the satellite attitude error signal in Figure 1(a) satisfies

the requirement R4 in Table 1. But, signals in Figures 1(b) and

(c) violate R4 since the error signal does not remain below the

%2 threshold after 2000s. However, the failure in Figure 1(c) is

more severe than that in Figure 1(b) since the former deviates

from the threshold with a larger margin. A quantitative oracle can

differentiate between these failures.

O4. Test oracles should be able to handle uncertainties in CPS
function models. We consider two main recurring and common

sources of uncertainties in CPS [30, 36]: (1) Uncertainty due to

unknown hardware choices which results in model parameters

whose values are only known approximately at early design stages.

For example, in SatEx, there are uncertainties in the type of the

magnetometer and in the accuracy of the sun sensors mounted on

the satellite (see Table 3). (2) Uncertainty due to the noise in the

inputs received from the environment, particularly in the sensor

readings. This is typically captured by white noise signals applied to

the model inputs (e.g., Table 3 shows the signal-to-noise (S2N) ratios

for the magnetometer and sun sensor inputs of SatEx). Oracles for
CPS models should be able to assess outputs of models that contain

parameters with uncertain values and signal inputs with noises.
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Figure 2: Overview of SOCRaTes, our automated oracle gen-

eration approach.

Table 3: Uncertainty in SatEx: The values of themagnetome-

ter type and the sun sensor accuracy parameters are given

as ranges (middle column). The noise values for the magne-

tometer and sun sensor inputs are given in the right column.

Component Parameter Values Noises (S2N)

Magnetometer [60000, 140000] nT 100 · e−12 T/
√
Hz

Sun sensor 2.9 · 10−3 ± 10% 2.688 · e−6 A

Contributions.We propose Simulink Oracles for CPS Require-
menTs with uncErtainty (SOCRaTEs), an approach for generating

online oracles in the form of Simulink blocks based on CPS func-

tional requirements (Section 2). Our oracle generation approach

achieves the four objectives discussed above through the following

novel elements:

- We propose Restricted Signals First-Order Logic (RFOL), a

signal-based logic language to specify CPS requirements (Section 3).

RFOL is a restriction of Signal First Order logic [22] (SFOL) that

can capture properties of time- and magnitude-continuous signals

while enabling the generation of efficient, online test oracles. We

define a quantitative semantics for RFOL to compute a measure of

fitness for test results as oracle outputs.

-We develop a procedure to translate RFOL requirements into

automated oracles modeled in the Simulink language (Section 4).

We prove the soundness of our translation with respect to the

quantitative semantics of RFOL. Further, we demonstrate that: (1)

the generated oracles are able to identify failures as soon as they

are revealed (i.e., our oracles are online); and (2) our oracles can

handle models containing parameters with uncertain values and

signal inputs with noises by exploiting existing Simulink features.

We have implemented our automated oracle generation procedure

in a tool which is available online [1].

We apply our approach to 11 industry Simulink models from

two companies in the CPS domain [2, 5]. Our results show that

our proposed logic-based requirements language (RFOL) is suffi-

ciently expressive to specify all the 98 CPS requirements in our

industrial case studies. Further, our automated translation can gen-

erate online test oracles in Simulink efficiently, and the effort of

developing RFOL requirements is acceptable, showing potentials

for the practical adoption of our approach. Finally, for large and

computationally intensive industry models, our online oracles can

bring about dramatic time savings by stopping test executions long

before their completion when they find a failure, without imposing

a large time overhead when they run together with the model.

Structure. Section 2 outlines SOCRaTEs and its underlying as-

sumptions. Section 3 presents the Restricted Signals First-Order

Logic and its semantics. Section 4 describes our automated oracle

generation procedure. Section 5 evaluates SOCRaTEs. Section 6

presents the related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 SOCRATES

Figure 2 shows an overview of SOCRaTeS (Simulink Oracles for CPS
RequiremenTs with uncErtainty), our approach to generate auto-

mated test oracles for CPS models. SOCRaTeS takes three inputs:

( 1 ) a CPS model with parameters or inputs involving uncertain-

ties, ( 2 ) a set of functional requirements for the CPS model and

( 3 ) a set of test inputs that are developed by engineers to test the

CPS model with respects to its requirements. SOCRaTeS makes the

following assumptions about its inputs:

A1. The CPS model is described in Simulink ( 1 ). Simulink is used

by more than 60% of engineers for simulation of CPS [25, 72], and is

the prevalent modeling language in the automotive domain [53, 71].

It is particularly suitable for specifying dynamic systems, is exe-

cutable and allows engineers to test their models as early as possible.

A2. Functional requirements are described in a signal logic-based
language ( 2 ). We present our requirements language in Section 3

and compare it with existing signal logic languages [22, 49]. We

evaluate expressiveness of our language in Section 5.

A3. A set of test inputs exercising requirements are provided ( 3 ).

We assume engineers have a set of test inputs for their CPS model.

The test inputs may be generated manually, randomly or based on

any test generation framework proposed in the literature [53, 71].

Our approach is agnostic to the selected test generation method.

SOCRaTeS automatically converts functional requirements into

oracles specified in Simulink ( 4 ). The oracles evaluate test outputs

of the CPS model in an automated and online manner and generate

fitness values that provide engineers with a degree of satisfaction or

failure for each test input ( 5 ). Engineers can stop running a test in

the middle when SOCRaTeS concludes that the test fitness is going

to remain below a given threshold for the rest of its execution.

3 CONTEXT FORMALIZATION

In Section 3.1, we describe CPS Simulink models ( 1 ) without and

with uncertainty and their inputs ( 3 ). In Section 3.2, we present

Restricted Signals First-Order Logic (RFOL), the logic we propose
to specify CPS functional requirements ( 2 ). In Section 3.3, we

describe how oracles compute fitness values of test inputs ( 5 ).

3.1 Simulink Models

Simulink is a data-flow-based visual language that can be executed

using Matlab and consists of blocks, ports and connections. Blocks

typically represent operations and constants, and are tagged with

ports that specify how data flow in and out of the blocks. Connec-

tions establish data-flows between ports.

To simulate a Simulink modelM , the simulation engine receives

signal inputs defined over a time domain and computes signal

outputs at successive time steps over the same time domain used

for the inputs. A time domain T = [0,b] is a non-singular bounded
interval of R. A signal is a function f : T → R. A simulation,
denoted by H (I ,M) = O , receives a set I = {i1, i2 . . . im } of input
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Figure 3: Signals ∥ ®wsat ∥ for the wsat output of SatEx. The
solid-line signal is generated by SatEx with no uncertainty,

and the dashed-line signal is generated when the S2N ratios

in Table 3 are applied to the SatEx inputs.
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Figure 4: A set of signals ∥ ®wsat ∥ for the output wsat of Sa-
tExwith uncertain parameters (i.e., when the sun sensor and

magnetometer parameters are specified as in Table 3).

signals and produces a setO = {o1,o2 . . . on } of output signals such
that each oi ∈ O corresponds to one model output. For example,

Figure 3 shows a signal (black solid line) for the wsat output of

SatEx computed over the time domain [0, 3 × 104].

Simulink uses numerical algorithms [11] referred to as solvers to
compute simulations. There are two main types of solvers: fixed-

step and variable-step. Fixed-step solvers generate signals over dis-

cretized time domains with equal-size time-steps, whereas variable-

step solvers (e.g., Euler, Runge-Kutta [21]) generate signals over

continuous time domains. While the underlying techniques and

details of numerical solvers are outside the scope of this paper, we

note that our oracles rely on Simulink solvers to properly handle

signals based on their time domains, whether discrete or contin-

uous. As a result, our work, in contrast to existing techniques, is

able to seamlessly handle the verification of logical properties over

not just discrete but also continuous CPS models.

Simulink has built-in support to specify and simulate some forms

of uncertainty. We refer to Simulink models that contain uncertain

elements as partial models (denoted Mp ), while we use the term

definitive to indicate models with no uncertainty. Simulink can

specifically capture the following two kinds of uncertainty that are

common for CPS and also discussed in Section 1 (objectiveO4) [61]:

(i) Uncertainty due to the noise in inputs. In Simulink, uncertainty

due to the noise is implemented by augmenting model inputs with

continuous-time random signals known asWhite Noise (WN) [38].
The degree of WN for each input is controlled by a signal-to-noise
ratio (S2N) value which is the ratio of a desired signal over the

background WN [9]. Table 3 shows the S2N ratios for two inputs

of SatEx. Fig. 3 shows the signal ∥ ®wsat (t)∥ (gray dashed line) after

adding some noise to the original wsat signal (black solid line).

(ii) Uncertainty related to parameters with unknown values. In
Simulink, parameters whose values are uncertain are typically de-

fined using variables of type uncertain real (ureal), which is a built-

in type in Matlab/Simulink that specifies a range of values for a

variable [13]. Table 3 shows two parameters of SatEx whose exact
values are unknown, and hence, value ranges are assigned to them.

LetMp be a partial Simulink model with n outputs, and let k be

the number of different value assignments to uncertain parameters

of Mp . A simulation of a partial Simulink model Mp , denoted by

Hp (I ,Mp ) = {O1,O2 . . .Ok }, receives a set I = {i1, i2 . . . im } of
input signals defined over the same time domain, and produces a set

of simulation outputs {O1,O2 . . .Ok } such that eachOi is generated

by one value assignment to uncertain parameters ofMp . Specifically,

for each Oi ∈ {O1,O2 . . .Ok }, we have Oi = {o1,o2 . . . on } such
that o1, . . . on are signals for outputs ofMp , i.e., each Oi contains

a signal for each output of Mp . The function Hp generates the

simulation outputs consecutively and is provided in the Robust

Control Toolbox of Simulink [8] which is the uncertainty modeling

and simulation tool of Simulink models with dynamic behavior. The

value of k indicating the number of value assignments to uncertain

parameters can either be specified by the user or selected based on

the recommended settings of Hp . For example, Figure 4 plots five

simulation outputs for the output wsat of SatEx. The uncertainty in

this figure is due to the sun sensor accuracy parameter that takes

values form the range 2.9 · 10−3 ± 10% as indicated in Table 3.

3.2 Our Requirements Language

Our choice of a language for CPS requirements is mainly driven

by the objectives O1 and O2 described in Section 1. These two

objectives, however, are in conflict. According to O2, the language

should capture complex properties involving magnitude- and time-

continuous signals. Such language is expected to have a high run-

time computational complexity [23]. This, however, makes the lan-

guage unsuitable for the description of online oracles that should

typically have low runtime computational complexity, thus con-

tradicting O1. For example, Signals First Order (SFO) logic [23] is

an extension of first order logic with continuous signal variables.

SFO, however, is not amenable to online checking in its entirety

due to its high expressive power that leads to high computational

complexity of monitoring SFO properties [23]. Thus, the procedure

for monitoring SFO properties is tailored to offline checking. In

order to achieve bothO1 andO2, we define Restricted Signals First-

Order Logic (RFOL), a fragment of SFO. RFOL can be effectively

mapped to Simulink to generate online oracles that run together

with the model under test by the same solvers applied to the model,

which can handle any signal type (i.e., discrete or continuous),

hence addressing both O1 and O2. Note that even though RFOL is

less expressive than SFO, as we will discuss in Section 5, all CPS

requirements in our case studies can be captured by RFOL.

RFOL Syntax. Let T = {t1, t2, . . . td } be a set of time variables.
Let F = { f1, f2, . . . , fl } be a set of signals defined over the same

time domain T, i.e., fi : T→ R for every 1 ≤ i ≤ l .
Let us consider the grammar G defined as follows:

τ F t + n | t − n | t | n

ρ F f (τ ) | g(ρ) | h(ρ1, ρ2)

ϕ F ρ ∼ r | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ∀t ∈ ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ : ϕ | ∃t ∈ ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ : ϕ
where n ∈ R+

0
, t ∈ T , f ∈ F , r ∈ R, and g and h are, respectively,

arbitrary unary and binary arithmetic operators, ∼ is a relational

operator in {<, ≤, >, ≥,=,,}, and ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ is a time interval of T
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(i.e., ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ ⊆ T) with lower bound τ1 and upper bound τ2. The
symbols ⟨ and ⟩ are equal to [ or (, respectively to ] or ), depending

on whether τ1, respectively τ2, are included or excluded from the

interval. We refer to τ , ρ and ϕ as time term, signal term and formula
term, respectively. A predicate is a formula term in the form ρ ∼ r .

Definition 3.1. A Restricted Signals First-Order Logic (RFOL) for-
mula φ is a formula term defined according to the grammar G that

also satisfies the following conditions: (1) φ is closed, i.e., it does

not have any free variable; and (2) every sub-formula of φ has at

most one free time variable.

In RFOL, boolean operations (∧, ∨) combine predicates of the

form ρ ∼ r , which compare signal terms with real valuesNote that

in our logic, negation ¬ is applied at the level of predicates. The

formulas further quantify over time variables of signal terms ρ in

ρ ∼ r and bound them in time intervals ⟨τ1,τ2⟩. Table 1 shows

the formalization of the SatEx requirements in RFOL. For example,

the predicate ∥ ®wsat ∥ < 1.5 of formula R1 states that the angular
velocity of the satellite should be less than 1.5m/s, and ∀t ∈ [0,
86 400) forces the predicate to hold for a duration of 86 400s ≃ 24h,

the estimated time required for the satellite to finish an orbit.

RFOL expressiveness. Here, we discuss what types of SFO prop-

erties are eliminated from RFOL due to the conditions in Defini-

tion 3.1. Condition 1 in Definition 3.1 requires closed formulas.

RFOL properties must not include free variables (i.e., they should

be formulas and not queries) so that they generate definitive re-

sults when checking test outputs. Condition 2 in Definition 3.1 is

needed to ensure that the formulas can be translated into online

oracles specified in Simulink. This condition eliminates formulas

containing predicates ρ ∼ r where ρ includes an arithmetic oper-

ator applied to signal segments over different time intervals (i.e.,

signal segments with different time scopes). For example, the for-

mula ∀t ∈ [1, 5] : ∀t ′ ∈ [7, 9] : f (t)+ f (t ′) < 4 is not in RFOL since

f (t) + f (t ′) < 4 has two free time variables t and t ′ (i.e., it violates
condition 2 in Definition 3.1). The predicate f (t) + f (t ′) < 4 in this

formula computes the sum of two segments of signal f related to

time intervals [1, 5] and [7, 9]. Such formulas are excluded from

RFOL since during online checking, the operands f (t) and f (t ′)
cannot be simultaneously accessed to compute f (t)+ f (t ′). We note

that formulas with arithmetic operators applied to signal segments

over the same time interval (e.g., R4 and R5 in Table 1), or formu-

las involving different predicates over different time intervals, but

connected with logical operators (e.g., R6) are included in RFOL.

Comparison with STL. In addition to SFO, Signal Temporal Logic

(STL) [49] is another logic proposed in the literature that can capture

CPS continuous behaviors. We compare RFOL with STL, and in

particular, with bounded STL since test oracles can only check

signals generated up to a given bound. Hence, for our purpose,

bounded STL temporal operators have to be applied (e.g.,U[a,b]).

RFOL subsumes bounded STL since boolean operators of STL can

be trivially expressed in RFOL, and any temporal STL formula in the

form of φ1U[a,b] φ2 can also be specified in RFOL using time terms

and time intervals. The detailed translation is available online [1].

RFOL Semantics.We propose a (quantitative) semantics for RFOL

to help engineers distinguish between different degrees of satisfac-

tion and failure (objective O3). As shown in Table 1 and also based

on RFOL syntax, CPS requirements essentially check predicates

ρ ∼ r over time. To define a quantitative semantics for RFOL, we

need to first define the semantics of these predicates in a quanti-

tative way. We define a (domain-specific) diff function to assign a

fitness value to ρ ∼ r . We require diff to have these characteristics:

(1) The range of diff is [−1, 1]. (2) A value in [0, 1] indicates that

ρ ∼ r holds, and a value in [−1, 0) indicates that ρ ∼ r is violated.

Definition 3.2. Let diff be a domain-specific semantics function

for predicates ρ ∼ r . Let F = { f1, . . . , fl } be a set of signals with
the same time domain T. The semantics of an RFOL formula ϕ
for the signal set F is denoted by ⟦ϕ⟧F and is defined as follows:

⟦f (n)⟧F =

{
f (n) if f ∈ F and n ∈ T

undefined otherwise

⟦g(ρ)⟧F = g(⟦ρ⟧F )
⟦h(ρ1, ρ2)⟧F = h(⟦ρ1⟧F , ⟦ρ2⟧F )
⟦ρ ∼ r⟧F = diff(⟦ρ⟧F ∼ r )
⟦ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2⟧F = min(⟦ϕ1⟧F , ⟦ϕ2⟧F )
⟦ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2⟧F = max(⟦ϕ1⟧F , ⟦ϕ2⟧F )
⟦∀t ∈ ⟨n1,n2⟩ : ϕ⟧F = min∀t ′∈⟨n1,n2 ⟩

(⟦ϕ[t ← t ′]⟧F )
⟦∃t ∈ ⟨n1,n2⟩ : ϕ⟧F = max∀t ′∈⟨n1,n2 ⟩

(⟦ϕ[t ← t ′]⟧F )

The choice of themax andmin operators for defining the seman-

tics of ∃ and ∀ is standard [46]: the minimum has the same behavior

as ∧ and evaluates whether a predicate holds over the entire time

interval. Dually, the max operator captures ∨. The semantics of

signal terms f (n) depends on whether the signal is included in F
and whether n is in the time domain T, otherwise f (n) is undefined.
We say φ ∈ RFOL is well-defined with respect to a signal set F iff no

signal term in φ is undefined. To avoid undefined RFOL formulas,

signal time domains T should be selected such that signal indices

are included in T, and further, the formula should not have negative

signal indices. For example, for properties in Table 1, we need a

time domain T = [0, 86 400] for R1 to R4, a time domain T = [0,
86 402] for R5, and a time domain T = [0, 88 400] for R6. Finally,
we can infer the boolean semantics of RFOL from its quantitative

semantics: For every formula term φ, we have F |= φ iff ⟦φ⟧F ≥ 0.

In other words, φ holds over the signal set F iff ⟦φ⟧F ≥ 0.

Let µ = ⟦ρ⟧F − r . In our work, we define diff as follows:

diff(⟦ρ⟧F = r ) = −|µ |
|µ | + 1

diff(⟦ρ⟧F , r ) =
{
|µ |
|µ |+1 if µ , 0

−ϵ else

diff(⟦ρ⟧F ≥ r ) =
µ

|µ | + 1
diff(⟦ρ⟧F > r ) =

{ µ
|µ |+1 if µ , 0

−ϵ else

diff(⟦ρ⟧F ≤ r ) =
−µ

|µ | + 1
diff(⟦ρ⟧F < r ) =

{
−µ
|µ |+1 if µ , 0

−ϵ else

In the above, ϵ is an infinitesimal positive value that ensures

diff < 0 when µ = 0 and either <, > or , is used.

Our diff function satisfies the two conditions described earlier

and is closed under logical∧ and∨. For example, (ρ ≤ r )∧(ρ ≥ r ) is
equal to (ρ = r ). Our diff function, further, provides a quantitative

fitness measure distinguishing between different levels of satisfac-

tion and refutation. Specifically, a higher value of diff indicates

that ρ ∼ r is fitter (i.e., it better satisfies or less severely violates

the requirement under analysis). For example, the diff value of the
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predicate ∥ ®wsat ∥ < 1.5 for the signals shown in Figure 4 is above

zero implying that the signals satisfy the predicate. In contrast,

the diff values for signals ∥ ®qr eal − ®qtarдet ∥ in Figures 1(b) and (c)

are −0.5 and −0.95, respectively. This shows that the violation in

Figure 1(c) is more severe than that in Figure 1(b).

The above diff function is only one alternative where we assume

the fitness is proportional to the difference between ρ and r . We

can define the diff function differently as long as the two properties

described earlier are respected and the proposed semantics for diff
respects logical conjunction and disjunction operators.

3.3 Test Oracles

In this section, we formally define our notion of test oracle. We

specifically discuss test oracles for partial Simulink models since a

definitive model is a specialization of a partial model. Recall that by

simulating a partial Simulink modelMp for a given test input I , we
obtain a set of k alternative signals for each output of Mp , while

for a definitive modelM , the simulation output contains only one

signal for each model output.

Definition 3.3. Let Mp be a Simulink model under test, and let

I be a test input for Mp defined over the time domain T. Let φ be

an RFOL formula formalizing a requirement ofMp . Suppose {O1,

O2 . . .Ok } = Hp (I ,Mp ) are the simulation results generated for the

time domain T. We denote the oracle value of φ for test input I over
modelMp by oracle(Mp , I ,φ) and compute it as follows:

oracle(Mp , I ,φ) = min
O ∈{O1,O2 ...Ok }

⟦φ⟧O
Specifically, oracle(Mp , I ,φ) indicates the fitness value of the test
input I over modelMp and evaluated against requirement φ.

Recall that based on Definition 3.2, the oracle output is a value

in [−1, 1]. For definitive models, the test yields a single setO = {o1,
. . . ,on } of simulation outputs, and hence, the oracle computes

⟦φ⟧O , i.e., it evaluates φ over the set O of test outputs. As defined

above, for a partial model, the oracle computes the minimum value

of φ over every test output set. Hence, for a partial model, the

fitness value for a test I is determined by the model output yielding

the lowest fitness (i.e., the model output revealing the most severe

failure or the model output yielding the lowest passable fitness).

4 ORACLE GENERATION

In this section, we present the oracle generation component of

SOCRaTes ( 4 in Figure 2). This component automatically translates

RFOL formulas into online test oracles specified in Simulink that

can handle time and magnitude-continuous signals and conform to

our notion of oracle described in Definition 3.3. Note that an RFOL

formula may not be directly translatable into an online test oracle if

it contains sub-formulas referring to future time instants or to signal

values that are not yet generated at the current simulation time. For

example, consider the predicate ∥ ®qr eal (t + 2000) − ®qest imate (t +
2000)∥ ≤ 0.02 in the R6 property of Table 1. The fitness value

of this predicate at t (i.e., the oracle output in Definition 3.3) can

only be evaluated after generating signals ®qr eal and ®qest imate
up to the time instant t + 2000. This requires extending the time

domain T by 2000 seconds. Instead of forcing a longer simulation

time, we propose a procedure that rewrites the RFOL formulas

into a form that allows a direct translation into online test oracles.

This procedure, called time and interval shifting, is presented in

Section 4.1. Having applied the procedure to RFOL formulas, in

Section 4.2, we describe our translation to convert RFOL formulas

into Simulink oracles. We further present a proof of soundness and

completeness of our translation in that section. All the proofs of

the Theorems are provided in our online Appendix [1].

4.1 Time and Interval Shifting

Below, we present the time- and interval-shifting steps separately:

Time-shifting. Any signal term that refers to a signal value gen-

erated in the future should be rewritten as a signal term that does

not refer to the future. For example, the formula ®qr eal (t +2000) < 5

that refers to the value of ®qr eal in the future cannot be checked

online. Therefore, our time-shifting procedure replaces any signal

term f (t + n) with a signal term f (t − n) as follows: Let ψ be an

RFOL formula. We traverseψ from its leaves to its root and replace

every sub-formula ∀t ∈ ⟨n1,n2⟩ : ϕ(t) (resp. ∃t ∈ ⟨n1,n2⟩ : ϕ(t))
of ψ with ∀t ∈ ⟨n1 + dt ,n2 + dt ⟩ : ϕ(t − dt ) (resp. ∃t ∈ ⟨n1 + dt ,
n2 + dt ⟩ : ϕ(t − dt )), where dt is the maximum value of constant n
in time terms t + n appearing as signal indices in ϕ(t). For example,

the requirement R5 in Table 1 is rewritten as:

∀t ∈ [2, 86 402) : ∥ ®qtarдet (t − 2) − ®qtarдet (t)∥ ≤ 2 × sin(α
2
)

Interval-Shifting. To ensure thatψ can be translated into an on-

line test oracle, for any ∀t ∈ ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ : ϕ in ψ , the interval ⟨τ1,τ2⟩
should end after all the intervals ⟨τ ′

1
,τ ′
2
⟩ such that ∀t ′ ∈ ⟨τ ′

1
,τ ′
2
⟩ : ϕ ′

is a sub-formula of ϕ (i.e., τ2 ≥ τ
′
2
), and further, it should begin after

all the intervals ⟨τ ′
1
,τ ′
2
⟩ such that ∃t ′ ∈ ⟨τ ′

1
,τ ′
2
⟩ : ϕ ′ is a sub-formula

of ϕ (i.e., τ1 ≥ τ
′
2
). Similarly, for any ∃t ∈ ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ : ϕ inψ , the dual

of the above two conditions must hold. These conditions will ensure

that the evaluation of the sub-formulas in the scope of t can be fully

contained and completed within the evaluation of their outer for-

mula. For example, ∀t ∈ [0, 3] : (f (t) = 0 ∧ ∀t ′ ∈ [0, 5] : f (t ′) = 1)

cannot be checked in an online way since the time interval of the

inner sub-formula (i.e., [0, 5]) does not end before the time interval

of the outer formula (i.e., [0, 3]). Therefore, our interval-shifting pro-

cedure shifts each time interval ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ to ensure that it terminates

after all its related inner time intervals.

Letψ be an RFOL formula. We traverseψ from its leaves to its

root and we perform the following operations: (i) replace every sub-

formula ∀t ∈ ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ : ϕ(t) ofψ with ∀t ∈ ⟨τ1 + du ,τ2 + du ⟩ : ϕ(t −
du ), where du is the maximum value of constant n in the upper

bounds τ2 of time intervals ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ associated with ∀ operators and

the lower bounds τ1 of time intervals ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ associated with ∃
operators in ϕ(t); (ii) execute a dual procedure to update the time

intervals of existential sub-formulae. For example, the interval-

shifting procedure rewrites the formula previously introduced as

∀t ∈ [2, 5] : f (t − 2) = 0 ∧ ∀t ′ ∈ [0, 5] : f (t ′) = 1.

To ensure interval-shifting is applied to signal variables with

constant indices, we replace every f (n) inψ where n is a constant

with ∀t∗ ∈ [n,n] : f (t∗) where t∗ is a new time variable that

has not been used in ψ . We refer to the RFOL formula obtained

by sequentially applying time-shifting and interval-shifting to an

RFOL formula φ as shifted-formula and denote it by φ⇑.

Theorem 4.1. Let φ be an RFOL formula and let φ⇑ be its shifted-
formula. For any signal set F , we have: ⟦φ⟧F = ⟦φ⇑⟧F
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The time complexity of generating a shifted-formula φ⇑ is |φ |
where |φ | is the size of the formula φ, i.e., the sum of the number

of its temporal and arithmetic operators. Both time and the inter-

val shiftings scan the syntax tree of φ from its leaves to the root

twice: one for computing the shifting values dt and du for every

subformula of φ; and the other to apply the shifting, i.e., replacing

the variable t with t − dt or t − du .

4.2 From RFOL to Simulink

In this section, we translate RFOL formulas written in their shifted-

forms (as described in Section 4.1) into Simulink. Table 4 presents

the rules for translating each syntactic construct of RFOL defined

in Definition 3.1 into Simulink blocks. Note that h and g in Table 4,

respectively, refer to binary arithmetic operators (e.g., +) or unary

functions (e.g., sin) and map to their corresponding Simulink oper-

ations. Below, we discuss the rules for t , f (t − n), ∀t ∈ ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ : ϕ,
and ρ ∼ r since the other rules in Table 4 directly follow from the

RFOL semantics. Note that signal variables in shifted formulas are

all written as f (t − n) s.t. n ≥ 0. Hence, we give a translation rule

for signal variables in the form of f (t − n) only.
• Rule1: To compute the value of t , we use an integrator Simulink

block to compute the formula

∫ t
0
dt which yields t .

• Rule4: To encode f (t − n), we first obtain the delay n applied

to the signal f . To obtain the value of n from t − n, we compute

t − (t − n). We then use the transport delay block of Simulink to

obtain the value of f at n time instants before t .
• Rule8: The formula ∀t ∈ ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ : ϕ is mapped into a Simulink

model that initially generates the value 1 until the start of the time

interval ⟨τ1,τ2⟩. When t ∈ ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ holds, the multiplexer of Rule8

selects the value of ϕ instead of 1. Note that we use symbol < for

⟨= “(”, symbol ≤ for ⟨= “[”, symbol > for ⟩ = “)”, and symbol ≥

for ⟩ = “]”. The feedback loop in the model combined with a delay

block (i.e., z
−1
) computes the minimum of ϕ over the time interval

⟨τ1,τ2⟩. Once the time interval ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ expires, the multiplexer

chooses constant 1 again. This, however, has no side-effect on the

value v already computed for the formula ∀t ∈ ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ : ϕ because

v ≤ 1 and the minimum of v and 1 remains v until the end of the

simulation. Note that the rule for translating ∃t ∈ ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ : ϕ into

Simulink is simply obtained by replacing in Rule8 MIN with MAX
and constant 1 with constant -1.

• Rule9: Recall that the semantics of ρ ∼ r depends on a domain

specific fitness function. In our work, we implement the diff block in

Rule9 based on the functions given in Section 3.2 for function diff.
Let φ be an RFOL formula and φ⇑ be its corresponding shifted

formula. We denote byMφ the Simulink model obtained by trans-

lating φ⇑ using the rules in Table 4. The modelMφ is a definitive

Simulink model and has one and only one output because every

model fragment in Table 4 has one single output. This output will be

indicated in the following with the symbol e . Below, we argue that
Mφ conforms to our notion of test oracle given in Definition 3.3,

and is an online oracle that can handle continuous signals. In order

to useMφ to check outputs of modelMp with respect to a property

φ, it suffices to connect the outputs ofMp to the inputs ofMφ . We

denote the model obtained by connecting the output ports ofMp
to the input ports ofMφ byMp +Mφ . Clearly,Mp +Mφ has only

one output signal e (i.e., the output ofMφ ).

Theorem 4.2. LetMp be a (partial) Simulink model, and let I be
a test input forMp defined over the time domain T = [0, tu ]. Let φ be
a requirement ofMp in RFOL. Suppose {O1,O2 . . .Ok } = Hp (I ,Mp )

and {{e1}, {e2}, . . . , {ek }} = Hp (I ,Mp +Mφ ) are simulation results
generated for the time domain T. Then, the value of φ over every
signal set Oi ∈ {O1,O2 . . .Ok } is equal to the value of the signal ei
generated by Mp +Mφ at time tu . That is, ⟦φ⟧Oi = ei (tu ). Further,
we have:

oracle(Mp , I ,φ) = min
e ∈{e1, ...,ek }

e(tu )

That is, the minimum value of the outputs ofMp +Mφ at tu is equal
to the oracle value as defined by Definition 3.3.

Theorem 4.2 states that our translation of RFOL formulas into

Simulink is sound and complete with respect to our notion of oracle

in Definition 3.3. Note that in the case of a definite Simulink model

M , the output ofM +Mφ is a single signal e . In summary, according

to Theorem 4.2,Mp +Mφ (orM +Mφ ) is able to correctly compute

the fitness value of φ for test input I .

Theorem 4.3. Let Mp be a (partial) Simulink model, and let I
be a test input for Mp over the time domain T = [0, tu ]. Let φ be a
requirement ofMp in RFOL. Suppose {{e1}, {e2}, . . . , {ek }} = Hp (I ,
Mp +Mφ ) are simulation results generated for T. Let d be the maxi-
mum constant appearing in the upper bounds of the time intervals
of φ⇑ for existential quantifiers (i.e., time intervals in the form of
∃t ∈ [τ1,τ2] : ϕ in φ⇑). Each ei ∈ {{e1}, {e2}, . . . , {ek }} is decreas-
ing over the time interval (d, tu ].

Note that d in Theorem 4.3 indicates the time instant when all

the existentially quantified time intervals of φ are terminated, and

hence all the sub-formulas within the existential quantifiers of φ
are evaluated. According to Theorem 4.3, the oracle output for φ
becomes monotonically decreasing after d . Therefore, after d , we
can stop model simulations as soon as the output ofMp +Mφ falls

below some desired threshold level. More specifically, if the output

of Mp + Mφ falls below a threshold at time t > d it will remain

below that threshold for any t ′ ≥ t . Hence,Mp+Mφ is able to check

test outputs in an online manner and stop simulations within the

time interval (d, tu ] as soon as some undesired results are detected.

Note that d = 0 if φ does not have any existential quantifier.

Our oracles can check Simulinkmodels with time andmagnitude-

continuous signal outputs since all the blocks used in Table 4 can be

executed by both fixed-step and variable-step solvers of Simulink,

where the time step is decided by the same solver applied to the

model under test. Finally, the running time of our oracle is linear

in the size of the underlying time domain T.

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we empirically evaluate SOCRaTEs using eleven re-

alistic and industrial Simulink models from the CPS domain. Specif-

ically, we aim to answer the following questions. RQ1: Is our re-

quirements language (RFOL) able to capture CPS requirements in

industrial settings?RQ2: Is the use of RFOL and our proposed trans-

lation into Simulink models likely to be practical and beneficial?

RQ3: Is a significant amount of execution time saved when using

online test oracles, as compared to offline checking?

Implementation.We implemented SOCRaTEs as an Eclipse plugin

using Xtext [14] and Sirius [12] and we made it available online [1].
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Table 4: Translating the SFFO formulae into Simulink Oracles.

Rule Rule1 Rule2 Rule3 Rule4 Rule5

Formula t n t ± n f (t − n) h(ρ1, ρ2)/g(ρ)

Simulink
1
s1 n

n n

t ± -
t

t - n
f(t)

n
f(t-n) h

⇢1

⇢2

g⇢

Rule Rule6 Rule7 Rule8 Rule9

Formula ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∀t ∈ ⟨τ1,τ2⟩ : ϕ ρ ∼ r

Simulink
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Figure 5: Plots reporting (a) the size of the RFOL formulas,

(b) the number of blocks and connections of the oracle mod-

els and (c) the time took SOCRaTEs to generate the oracles.

Study Subjects.We evaluate our approach using eleven case stud-

ies listed in Table 5. We received the case studies from two industry

partners: LuxSpace, a satellite system developer, and QRA Corp, a

verification tool vendor to the aerospace, automotive and defense

sectors. Each case study includes a Simulink model and a set of

functional requirements in natural language that must be satisfied

by the model. Two of our case studies, i.e., SatEx from LuxSpace and

Autopilot from QRA Corp, are large-scale industrial models and

respectively represent full behaviors of a satellite and an autopi-

lot system and their environment. The other nine models capture

smaller systems or sub-systems of some CPS. Our case studymodels

implement diverse CPS functions and capture complex behaviors

such as non-linear and differential equations, continuous behaviors

and uncertainty. SatEx and Autopilot are continuous models. SatEx
further has inputs with noise and some parameters with uncertain

values. Table 5 also reports the number of blocks (#Blocks) of the

Simulink models and the number of requirements (#Reqs) in our

case studies. In total, our case studies include 98 requirements.

RQ1 (RFOL expressiveness). To answer this question, we manually

formulated the 98 functional requirements in our case studies into

the RFOL language. All of the 98 functional requirements of our

eleven study subjects were expressible in RFOL without any need

to alter or restrict the requirements descriptions. Further, all the

syntactic constructs of RFOL described in Section 3.2 were needed

to express the requirements in our study.

The answer to RQ1 is that RFOL is sufficiently expressive to

capture all the 98 CPS requirements of our industrial case studies.

RQ2 (Usefulness of the translation). Recall that engineers need to

write requirements in RFOL before they can translate them into

Simulink. To answer this question, we report the size of RFOL for-

mulas used as input to our approach, the time it takes to generate

online Simulink oracles and the size of the generated Simulink ora-

cles. We measure the size of RFOL requirements as the sum of the

number of quantifiers, and arithmetic and logical operators, and

the size of Simulink oracles as their number of blocks and connec-

tions. Figure 5(a) shows the size of RFOL formulas (|φ|) for our case
study requirements, and Figure 5(b) shows the number of blocks

(#Blocks) and connections (#Connections) of the oracle Simulink

models that are automatically generated by our approach. In addi-

tion, Figure 5(c) shows the time taken by our approach to generate

oracle models from RFOL formulas. The total number of blocks

necessary to encode all the requirements for each case study is

reported in Table 5. As shown in Figure 5, it took on average 1.6ms

to automatically generate oracle models with an average number of

64.2 blocks and 72.6 connections for our 98 case study requirements.

Further, the average size of RFOL formulas is 19.2, showing that

the pre-requisite effort to write the input RFOL formulas for our

approach is not high. The difference in size between RFOL formu-

las and their corresponding Simulink models is mostly due to the

former being particularly suitable for expressing declarative prop-

erties, such as logical properties with several nested quantifiers.

Given this property, and in addition the fact that verification and

test engineers are not always very familiar with Simulink — a tool

dedicated to control engineers, we expect significant benefits from

translating RFOL into Simulink.

The answer to RQ2 is that, for our industrial case studies, the

translation into Simulink models is practical as the time required

to generate the oracles is acceptable. It takes on average 1.6ms

for SOCRaTeS to generate oracle models, and the average size of

the input RFOL formulas is 19.2, showing that the pre-requisite

effort of our approach is manageable.

RQ3 (Impact on the execution time). Online oracles can save time

by stopping test executions before their completion when they

find a failure. However, by combining a modelM and a test oracle

(i.e., generating M + Mφ ), the model size increases, and so does

its execution time. Hence, in RQ3, we compare the time saved by

online oracles versus the time overhead of running the oracles

together with the models. For this question, we focus on our two

large industrial models, SatEx and Autopilot, since they have long
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Table 5: Important characteristics of our case study systems (from left to right): (1) name, (2) description, (3) number of blocks

of the Simulinkmodel of each case study (#Blocks), (4) number of requirements in each case study (#Reqs) and (5) total number

of blocks necessary to encode the requirements (#BlReqs).

Model Name Model Description #Blocks #Reqs #BlReqs

Autopilot A full six degree of freedom simulation of a single-engined high-wing propeller-driven airplane with autopilot. 1549 12 978

SatEx Discussed in Section 1. 2192 8 292

Neural Network A two-input single-output predictor neural network model with two hidden layers. 704 6 131

Tustin A numeric model that computes integral over time. 57 5 463

Regulator A typical PID controller. 308 10 300

Nonlinear Guidance A non-linear guidance algorithm for an Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) to follow a moving target. 373 1 186

System Wide
Integrity Monitor

A numerical algorithm that computes warning to an operator when the airspeed is approaching a boundary where

an evasive fly up maneuver cannot be achieved.

164 3 169

Effector Blender A control allocation method to calculate the optimal effector configuration for a vehicle. 95 3 391

Two Tanks A two tanks system where a controller regulates the incoming and outgoing flows of the tanks. 498 31 1791

Finite State Machine A finite state machine executing in real-time that turn on the autopilot mode in case of some environment hazard. 303 13 748

Euler A mathematical model to compute 3-dimensional rotation matrices for an Inertial frame in a Euclidean space. 834 8 834
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Figure 6: Test execution time on models without oracles (M), models with oracles (M +Mφ ) with 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 0 and models

with oracles (M +Mφ ) with 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = −1 for (a) Autopilot, (b) SatEx without uncertainty and (c) SatEx with uncertainty.

and time-consuming simulations while the other models in Table 5

are relatively small with simulation times less than one minute. For

such models, both the time savings and the time overheads of our

online oracles are practically insignificant.

During their internal testing, our partners identified some faults

in SatEx and Autopilot violating some of the model requirements.

We received, from our partners, 10 failing test inputs for Autopilot
defined over the time domain T = [0, 4000], and 4 failing test inputs
for SatEx defined over the time domain T = [0, 86400]. Recall that
SatEx contains some parameters with uncertain values. We also

received the value range for one uncertain parameter of SatEx, i.e.,
ACM_type, from our partner. We then performed the following

three experiments. EXPI: We ran all the test inputs on the models

alone without including oracle models. EXPII: We combined Sa-
tEx and Autopilot with all the test oracle models related to their

respective requirements and ran all the test inputs on the models

with oracles. We did not consider any uncertainty in SatEx and set

ACM_type to a fixed value. EXPIII: We ran all the tests on SatEx
combined with all the oracle models related to its requirements

and defined ACM_type as an uncertain parameter with a value

range. We repeated EXPII and EXPIII for two threshold values:

threshold = 0 where test executions are stopped when tests fail

according to their boolean semantics, and threshold = −1 where
test executions are never stopped.

Figures 6(a) and (b), respectively, show the results of EXPI and

EXPII for Autopilot and SatEx. Note that box plots have different
scales. Specifically, the figures show the time required to run the

test inputs on Autopilot and SatEx (1) without any oracle model

(M), (2) with oracle models (M +Mφ ) for threshold = 0, and (3) with

oracle models (M + Mφ ) for threshold = −1. Specifically, in the

second case, test oracles stop test executions when test cases fail,

and in the third case, test oracles are executed together with the

model, but do not stop test executions. Our results show that on

average it takes 101.1s and 4993.2s to run tests on Autopilot and
SatEx, respectively (i.e., CaseM). These averages, respectively, re-

duce to 4.3s and 180.4s when oracles stop test executions, and they,

respectively, increase to 181.6s and 5311.1s when oracles do not

stop test executions. That is, for Autopilot, the average time saving

of our oracles is 95.6% (≈1.5m) while their average time overhead is

78% (≈1.2m). In contrast, for SatEx, our oracles lead to an average

time saving of 96% (≈80m) and an average time overhead of 6%

(≈5m). We note that Autopilot is less computationally intensive.

In this case, the time savings and overheads are almost equivalent

because the size and complexity of the generated oracles are com-

parable to those of the model. SatEx, on the other hand, is more

computationally intensive, and as the results show, for SatEx our
oracles introduce very little time overhead but are able to save a
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Table 6: Classification of the related work based on the fol-

lowing criteria: Is the work about oracle generation (OG)?

Does the work build on the A1 and A2 assumptions (see

Section 2)? Does it achieve the O1 to O4 objectives (see Sec-

tion 1)? Assumption A3 is satisfied by all the related work.

Ref OG A1 A2 O1* O2 O3 O4

[33, 35, 37, 43] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗′ ✓ ✓ ✗

[22, 25, 49, 56],

[25, 28, 56]

✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

[50, 66] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗′ ✓ ✗ ✓

[24] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

[19, 31] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗′ ✗ ✗ ✗

[60, 65] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗′ ✗ ✗ ✗

[29, 32, 41, 47, 48,

51, 54, 62, 64, 67, 68]

✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

[70] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

* The notation ✗′ indicates that the monitoring procedure assumes a fixed

sample rate, and hence does not accurately handle variable-step outputs.

great deal of time when they identify failures. Finally, we note that

the time saving depends also on the presence of faults in models

and whether and when test cases trigger failures. Nevertheless,

according to discussions with our partners, and as evidenced by our

case studies, early CPS Simulink models typically contain faults,

and hence, our approach can help in saving test execution times

for such models.

Figure 6(c) shows the results of EXPIII for running SatEx with
uncertainty. Since in the case of uncertainty, a set of outputs are

generated, the total test execution time increases. Specifically, it

takes, on average, 9974.9s to run SatEx with uncertainty without

oracles, 166.2s to run it when oracles stop test executions, and

10450.0s to run it when oracles do not stop test executions. As the

results show, for SatEx with uncertainty, the time saving is even

higher (i.e., 98%, ≈163m) than the case of SatExwithout uncertainty,
because oracles stop simulations as soon as one output among the

set of generated outputs fails.

The answer to RQ3 is that, for large and computationally in-

tensive industrial models, our oracles introduce very little time

overhead (6%) but are able to save a great deal of time when

they identify failures (96%). When models contain uncertainty

the time saving becomes even larger and the time overhead de-

creases, making our online oracles more beneficial.

Data Availability. Our data and tool are available online [1]. All

the models except for the SatEx model are available on request [4].

6 RELATEDWORK

We classified the related work (Table 6) by analyzing whether the

work addresses the oracle generation problem (OG)? whether it

satisfies assumptions A1 and A2 (Section 2)? and whether it aims

to achieve objectives O1 to O4 (Section 1)? Note that assumption

A3 is considered in all the related work included here. As shown

in the table, there is no work that achieves oracle generation and

satisfies all our four objectives. Below, we discuss the closest lines

of work to ours among those included in Table 6.

Dokhanchi et al. [33] propose an online monitoring procedure

for Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) [45] properties implemented in

the S-TaLiRo tool [20]. The authors use a prediction technique to

handle temporal operators that refer to future time instants com-

pared to the shifting procedures proposed in our work. As a result,

their monitoring procedure has a higher running time complexity

than our oracles (i.e., polynomial in the size of time history ver-

sus linear in the time domain T size). Furthermore, they do not

translate their monitors into Simulink, and hence, cannot benefit

from the execution time speed-up of efficient Simulink blocks and

the Simulink variable step solvers to handle continuous behaviors.

Thus, as shown by Dokhachi et al. [33], the time overhead of their

approach is considerably high as the time history grows. Jakšić et

al. [43] recently developed an online monitoring procedure for STL

by translating STL into automata monitors with a complexity that

is exponential in the size of the formula. In contrast to our work,

such monitors are not able to handle continuous signals sampled

at a variable rate directly. This such signals are approximated as

fixed-step signals, hence decreasing the analysis precision of con-

tinuous behaviors. To the best of our knowledge and according to

a recent survey [27], the only work that, like us, translates a logic

into Simulink to enable online monitoring is the work of Balsini

et al. [24]. The translation, however, is given for a restricted ver-

sion of STL, which for example does not allow the nesting of more

than two temporal operators. As discussed in Section 3.2, RFOL

subsumes STL. Hence, our translation subsumes that of Balsini et

al. [24]. Breach [34, 35] is a monitoring framework for continuous

and hybrid systems that translates STL into online monitors speci-

fied in C++ or MATLAB S-functions. However, due to the overhead

of integrating C++ or S-functions in Simulink, running monitors in

the Breach framework greatly slows down model simulations, by

4.5 times [69], making the monitors impractical for computationally

expensive CPS models such as our SatEx case study. Finally, Maler

et al. [50] propose a monitoring procedure that receives signal seg-

ments sequentially, checks each segment and stops simulations if

a failure is detected. This work, however, is only partially online

since each segment is eventually checked in an offline mode.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented SOCRaTes, an automated approach to

generate online test oracles in Simulink able to handle CPS Simulink

models with continuous behaviors and involving uncertainties.

Our oracles are generated from a signal logic-based language and

compute a quantitative degree of satisfaction or failure for each

test input. Our results were obtained by applying SOCRaTes to 11

industry case studies and show that (i) our requirements language

is able to express all the 98 requirements of our case studies; (ii) the

effort required by SOCRaTes to generate online oracles in Simulink

is acceptable; and (iii) for large models, our approach dramatically

reduces the test execution time compared to when test outputs are

checked in an offline manner.
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